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Research interest: Win-Win situation?

• Development actors and donors
are increasingly interested in
integrating climate change
mitigation activities into
development agenda

• Alleged  win-win situation:
Poverty alleviation and climate
change mitigation through
renewable energy development

How successful is the combination
of climate change mitigation and
poverty reduction objectives in
renewable energy (RE) projects in
Laos?

How sustainable are the Word
Bank’s RE projects?
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World Bank and energy governance

• WB is the largest single source
of funds for energy projects in
the developing countries
• Also discursive and normative
power to define and transfer
ideas, concepts and policies

Long time frame: Both interventions in energy
policy as well as large investments in energy
infrastructure have long term global, national
and local impacts



• WB sees electrification
as a necessary
component of
development

• Electricity bias; WB’s
energy assistance
mostly for building of
power plants and
electricity grid extension
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Two waves of critique towards
WB:s energy programs

(i) 1990s: critique against large scale hydro power
o Severe social and environmental impacts (floods, drought,
impacts on fishing; quality of water, displacement of people…)
o WB withdrew from Narmada hydro power development in
India in  1993
o WB stopped funding large hydro power

(ii) In early 21st century: critique against fossil fuel plants
Climate change mitigation & low carbon development on the
agenda
World Bank: We will be the leader of Renewable Revolution!
“20 % annual increase in renewable energy”
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World Bank and
Renewable Revolution

• As the agenda of climate change has increased its
importance – so has the Bank’s efforts to show that it
can be the leader for the renewable energy revolution
– Some increase in RE funding but also questionable counting

techniques and categorisations in its energy portfolio
– Renaissance and new frames for large hydro, even

recommendations for nuclear
– Is the low-carbon emphasis over-riding other environmental

arguments?
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Ethnography of energy development in Laos

World Bank is involved in
construction of large scale hydro
power plant Nam Theun 2 and a
solar power project, which are the
focus of this research
• Analysis of policy & project

documents
• Fieldwork in Laos in 2010
• Expert interviews
E.g. World Bank officials, Laotian Ministry of Energy and

Mines, Village Off-grid Promotion and Support
office…

• Interviews and observation in 7
villages in Khammouane and
Champasak provinces

E.g. Resettled village in NT2 area, SHS users and  n on-users,
village heads, village energy managers…
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Word Bank’s Vision for Laos

• “The overall priority is to provide renewable, affordable and sustainable
electricity to sustain economic growth and poverty reduction in the country
[Laos]. In order to achieve the first priority we need to develop the
hydropower resources. So far only about 7% of the potential is developed.
It's more than double of the demand in this country. So if you look at Laos,
you don't only look from the country's point of view, but from the Greater
Mekong Sub-Region's point of view If you look the future and the 93% of the
hydropower potential, the major target is for the regional market. From
climate change point of view there is greater contributions from this.”
(Interviewed World Bank expert in 2010)
Main renewable strategy for the country: large-scale hydro
supplemented with off-grid solutions
Laos as the region’s green and climate friendly battery

.
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Large hydro power –
Nam Theun 2 power plant

• Nam Theun 2 is the largest
dam in Laos producing 1070
megawatt electricity

• Operation started in March
2010

• The electricity produced will
mainly be sold to Thailand,
and only 5 % will be used in
Laos.

• The main investors are private
companies from Thailand and
France, but the guarantees for
millions of dollars of loans
come from the World Bank and
Asian Development Bank.
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Climate change mitigation and poverty
alleviation

• Despite significant
efforts put into
environmental &
livelihood programs
and safeguards
several controversies
remain

• Both climate and the
poverty alleviation
benefits not clearly
proven yet

• 6200 people were
displaced

• 120 000 people are
affected downstream

• Severe impacts on
fishing and farming

• Water reservoir is a
source of GHGs

• How the benefits will
be shared?
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Solar Home System (SHS)  Program

• Aims to provide
electricity to remote
areas

• The main goal is to help
poor households by
providing electricity for
income generation
Electrification for 15 000

households by Solar
Home System installation
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Does SHS alleviate poverty?

• SHS is relatively expensive
high technology

• SHS payment scheme:
Users pay a monthly fee
($3) for 10 years

• Benefits areas close to
markets and services

• Enables longer working
hours but is there market
e.g. for handicrafts?

• In remote subsistance
economy areas households
sell livestock every month
to cover the fee

-> can increase poverty13.6.2011 12



• SHS program needs institutional framework and
subvention

• Quality of panels varies. Lifespan can be short –
often shorter than the payment scheme
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Electrification of remote areas with SHS?

• Panels installed mainly to
villages with access to
road, not in very remote
areas

-> easier to install and
repair

-> easier to collect monthly
fee

Result: Panels installed to
areas where electricity
grid is likely extended in
the near future
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Win-win – or loose-loose?
Results in climate change mitigation

Nam Theun 2 large scale hydro power:
• Data on the GHG emissions of the NT2 and other large tributary

dams in Laos & Mekong is limited
– Some studies have estimated that in Mekong the reservoirs with

highest emissions have potential to have larger GHG emissions per
power unit than normal coal plant (Kummu et al. 2010)

• Priority given to large-scale hydropower leaves marginal space for
better solutions supported decentralized small-scale renewable
technologies have mostly been considered serving as transition
technologies

Solar home systems:
• SHS anyways not replacing e.g. firewood use, sometimes

replacing use of diesel generation but not very significantly13.6.2011 15



Results in poverty alleviation?

Nam Theun 2 large scale hydro power:

• Livelihood sustainability in resettled villages and
especially in affected communities in the downstream
Xe Bankg Fai river still questionable

• Distribution of govt revenues from electricity export to
poverty alleviation in Laos remains uncertain
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(Cont.)

Solar home system program:

• In some villages increases in income generation but in
others, especially in the most remote areas also losses
in livelihood assets

• Before the benefits from ”kids studying at night” the
village should have a functional school

-> Electrification is not always the best option for poverty
reduction
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What is the case of Laos telling us?

• The case of Laos is illustrative for the four important
trends in World Bank’s renewable energy finance

1. Return of the large-scale hydropower
2. WB looks for universal off-grid solutions, not those best

for local conditions
3. Off-grid solutions only temporary – which is visible in

the choices of technology and implementation models
4. Focus on electrification, not e.g. on energy used for

cooking
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Conclusions

• World Bank’s win-win storyline is debatable
• Large-scale hydro is a questionable answer for both mitigation

& poverty alleviation objective
• For small-scale renewable energy solutions to foster they

should not be treated only as marginal & temporary
• In the technology choice local appropriateness more important

than “easy” universal applicability
• Questionable relationship between rural electricity provision

and an increase in productivity leading to higher income
• So far it has been mostly about “selling old stuff in new

package” i.e. new low-carbon frames for large-scale hydro
• There is a risk that climate hype reduces funding from

traditional targets like poverty alleviation
• Need for truly additional finance for climate action
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Thank you!

For further information:
Hanna Kaisti

Hanna.kaisti@tse.fi
Mira Käkönen

Mira.kakonen@tse.fi

Finland Futures Research Centre’s
Mekong projects:
www.mekong.fi
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